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Computing in the 21st Century will be driven by “Computational Plenty”—huge amounts of cheap, fast, reliable, high capacity information processing, storage, and communication. What impact will such advances have on military and commercial systems? What software capability will be needed to realize more advanced systems?

This “Software Technology Forecast Panel” will discuss the following issues from a software perspective:

1. Identify Information Technology areas such as “information fusion” which will cause explosive change in the future capabilities of information processing systems.

2. Anticipate technology directions in the computer industry and associated software technology capabilities—i.e., identify current trends in software technology and relate them to emerging trends such as multiple personal computing devices connected across wireless, mobile networks.

3. Compare DOD needs for software technology to those in the commercial sector and identify opportunities for effective technology transfer (including both “spin-off” and “spin-on”).

4. Identify technology barriers that must be overcome (e.g., how to intelligently manage unimaginable quantities of information) and propose promising research opportunities for surmounting these barriers.

5. Suggest the kinds of effects and consequences which will be felt by people as a result of the advances in computing technology (in communication, education, etc.)

The scenarios and ideas presented by the panelists will provide a reasonable starting point for audience discussion and solicitation of alternative views.
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